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Abstract The actuarial method to develop a law of mortality or a 

mathematical expression to graduate the Saudi crude mortality rates have 

been applied, also  monetary tables have been constructed to assist 

calculating the actuarial present value for the Saudi life annuities(SPVA).    

 

1. Introduction 

         Graduation may be regarded as the principles and methods by 

which a set of observed (or crude) probabilities are adjusted in order to 

provide a suitable basis for inferences to be drawn and further practical 

computations to be made. 

         The fundamental justification for the graduation of a set of observed 

probabilities like xq  is the premise that, if the number of individuals in 

the group on whose experience the data are based, xn had been 

considerably larger the set of observed probabilities would have 
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displayed a much more regular progression with x. In the limit with xn  

indefinitely large, the set of probabilities would thus exhibited a smooth 

progression with x . Therefore the observed data may be regarded as a 

sample from a large population so that the observed probabilities, derived 

there from, are subject to sampling errors. Providing these errors are 

random in nature, they may be reduced by increasing the size of the 

sample and thereby extending the scope of the investigation. A simpler, 

cheaper and more practicable alternative is often to use graduation to 

remove these random errors. 

 

2. Graduation Methods 

2.1 The actuarial methods of graduation can be described broadly as:[1] 

     a) graphical method, b) summation method, c) Kernel's  method, d) the 

method of osculatory interpolation, e) the spline method, f) the curve 

fitting or parametric method, g) graduation by reference to a standard 

table, h) difference equation method and  j) linear programming method. 

2.2 The graphic method consists of drawing a graph through or near the 

crude values of the function to be smoothed. Smoothness has been 

alleged to be achieved or improved by hand-polishing the values to make 

the third differences as small as possible. 

2.3 The summation method consists of applying a finite difference forms 

involving successive summations to the crude values. The accepted 
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'smoothing coefficients 'or 'smoothing index' is related to third differences 

and it follows that the more powerful smoothing index of the formula 

chosen, the closer it comes to the fitting of polynomial. 

2.4 The Kernel's method is an elegant variation of the summation 

methods, which avoids the necessity of filling in the smoothed values at 

the two ends of the tables [2]. 

2.5 The method of osculatory interpolation, which aims at achieving 

identical third differences at points where different sections of the 

smoothed function meet one another. 

2.6 The spline method is a variation on the method of osculatory 

interpolation, but third differential coefficients take the place of third 

differences.  

2.7 The curve fitting or parametric method, or the fitting of a formula 

which produce a suitable shape, it has sometimes been said to give 

ideally smooth results, but whether it does must surely depend upon 

which formula or curve has been fitted. 

2.8 Graduation by reference to a standard table, which depends on 

establishing a relationship between the crude rate and the rate 

obtained from the standard table by applying them on a simple 

formula. Clearly the degree of smoothness must depend very largely 

upon the smoothness of the standard table used. 
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3. The preliminary test for a mathematical model 

         The first important contribution towards finding a mathematical 

model was made by Benjamin Gompertz (1825), who argued that the 

force of mortality xμ  can be represented by the formula xBC . 

          A development of Gompertz's law was subsequently made by 

Makeham (1860), who adapted the formula 

                   xμ  or  x
xq A BC= +                                                          (1) 

when Gompertz's law holds the graph of the following equation is a 

straight line [3],           
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(2) also a Makeham gradution appears justified and estimates of C and B 

can be obtained by sketching the line and noting it's slope and y-intercept, 
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Graduated rates can be then calculated by use of an eight-parametrs 

formula [4] for the age curve of mortality: 
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Where xq  is the probability of someone exact age x  dying before exact 

age 1x + , and A, B,…, H  are parameters to be estimated.  The 
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parameters are estimated by least squares criteria, minimizing the sum of 

squares of the proportional differences of the fitted from the observed 

mortality probabilities, after regrouping into age groups. The least 

squares fitting criterion produce a smoothed set of 5 xq  values and single-

year xq values which aggregate to the smoothed 5 xq values. The fit is 

usually very good and this procedures appears to provide excellent fits for 

the additional life table columns also.[5] 

         The mortality rates of insured Saudi persons were assumed equal to 

those of the general population. Mortality rates of invalidity pensioners 

and survivors were assumed equal to the mortality of active insured 

persons. Crude rates appear in the following table: [6] 

Table(1) 
Saudi Crude Mortality Rates 

Age Interval 0
xq  Male 0

xq  Female 
10 - 0.00209 0.00126 
15 - 0.00292 0.00175 
20 - 0.00408 0.00243 
25 - 0.00569 0.00337 
30 - 0.00794 0.00468 
35 - 0.01106 0.00651 
40 - 0.01541 0.00904 
45 - 0.02151 0.01255 
50 - 0.02998 0.01744 
55 - 0.04183 0.02423 
60 - 0.05834 0.03365 
65 - 0.08136 0.04675 
70 - 0.11463 0.06494 
75 - 0.15825 0.09021 
80 - 0.22068 0.12531 
85 - 0.30778 0.17407 
90 - 0.42926 0.24180 
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         Applying the preliminary test on the above data, it suggests a 

straight line in each case for male (figure(1)) and female (figure(2)). 

Figure(1) 
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Figure(2) 

preliminary test( female)
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         Both figures suggesting fitting a mathematical formula to graduate 

and represent the Saudi rates. 

 
4. Fitting the Model 

          Various curve fitting have been tried [7], [8], which failed to 

represent the Saudi data.  Heligman and Pollard mathematical formula 
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(eq.(5)), could represent the Saudi rates, the central mortality rates were 

transformed to xq  values by the classical formula, 

                 0 2
2

x
x

x

mq
m

=
+

                                                                          (6) 

    The parameters of the curve were estimated by least squares Gauss-

Newton iteration [9]. The function minimized was 

                    0

85
2
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=
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where xq is fitted value at age x and 0
xq  is the observed(crude) mortality 

rate. That is, the sum of the squares of the proportional deference between 

the fitted and observed rates was minimized. The observed rates above 

age 85 will excluded from the calculation because they appeared to be 

less reliable. 

        The graduated life tables for both sex are presented in Appendix(I), 

also their parameters are presented in the following table, 

Table(2) 
Graduation parameters for Saudi mortality experience 1990-1993 

Parameter Males Females 
A 0.02779 0.01776 
B 0.56113 0.82686 
C 0.43809 0.37970 
D 0.00119 0.00012 
E 0.86895 1.83524 
F 63.37608 23.35901 
G 0.00012 0.00007 
H 1.08145 1.08175 
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         The mathematical formula in equation (5) contains three terms each 

representing a distinct component of mortality, [4]: 

- The first term representing a rapidly declining exponentially, 

reflects the fall in mortality during the early childhood years as the 

child adapts to his or her new environment and gains immunity 

from the diseases of the outside world, this term has three 

parameters: 

               -  A : which is nearly equal to  . iq

               -  B: is an age displacement, it measures the location of 

                  infant mortality. 

               - C: measures the rate of mortality decline in childhood, the 

                    higher the value of C, the faster mortality declines with 

                  increasing age. 

- The second term is a function similar to the lognormal, reflects 

accident mortality for males and accident plus maternal mortality 

for the female population. it has three parameters: 

                - D: measuring the severity. 

                - E: representing spread. 

                - F: indicating location. 

- The third term in the formula, the well-known Gompertz 

exponential, reflects the near geometric rise in mortality and it is 
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generally considered the ageing of the body, i.e. senescent 

mortality and it has two parameters: 

                - G: represents the base level of senescent mortality. 

                - H: represent the rate of increase of that mortality. 

         Comparing between the Saudi parameters of males and females in 

table(2), males have experienced higher child mortality than females 

(156.48%), which appears from the values of parameter A. Also, the 

higher B value for females indicate that they have relatively lower infant 

mortality, in the same time males have higher value of C, i.e. their rate of 

mortality decline with age has been faster. Parameter D for male is higher 

than the female, may be that return to some accident mortality, and the 

following figure(Figure(3)) representing Saudi pattern of mortality for 

both sex.  

Figure(3) 
Saudi Pattern of Mortality
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5. Monetary Saudi Tables 

         Commutation functions are derived by combining life table 

functions with compound interest functions, to construct the monetary 

tables based on the Saudi mortality rates obtained over the available 

range of ages, life tables can be built up by starting with any suitable 

radix, say 100000, and applying successfully the relations: [10]  

           x x xd l q=                                                                                    (7) 

          1x x xl l d+ = −                                                                                (8) 

Also a computer program has been written in VISUAL BASIC.NET to 

compute the following functions for ages starting from 10 to 99 

inclusively for both Saudi males and females, and interest rate 5%(as an 

example), the monetary tables have been represented in (Appendix II): 
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    There are also other commutation functions used for the techniques of 

valuation of pension benefits, the researchers will deal with them in 

another article. To show some comparisons between Saudi life annuities 
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for male and female using the calculated tables (Appendix II), and the 

following equations:- 

                          x
x

x

Na
D

=&&                                                                     (11) 

where, xa&& : a life annuity-due which is a series of payments of one unit at 

the beginning of each year, payable as long as a life aged x  is alive, and 

it can be expressed in terms of the elementary commutation functions as 

indicated. If the payments are made at the end of each year, the annuity is 

termed an immediate life annuity. It is denoted by the symbol xa and has 

the following expression, 

                          1x
x

x

Na
D

+=                                                                       (12) 

         Some comparisons are made to distinguish between the annuities of 

both sexes at different ages when the interest rate equal 5% in the 

following tables:- 

Table(3) 

The probable present value of a Saudi life annuity-due 

Age(x) 
xa&& Male(1) xa&& Female(2) Ratio(2/1)% 

30 17.95 18.86 103.07 

40 16.61 17.77 106.98 

50 14.81 16.24 109.66 

60 12.56 14.20 113.06 
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Table(4) 

The probable present value of a Saudi immediate life annuity-due 

Age(x) 
xa Male(1) xa Female(2) Ratio(2/1)% 

30 16.95 17.86 105.37 

40 15.61 16.77 107.43 

50 13.31 15.24 110.35 

60 11.56 13.20 114.19 

   

6. Conclusion 

        This article is adopting a law of mortality suggested by Heligman 

and Pollard(1980), to graduate the Saudi crude rates, it's mathematical 

formula contains three terms, each representing a distinct component of 

mortality. The curve is continuous and applicable over the entire age 

range, it has relatively few parameters all of which have demographic 

interpretation and together fully describe the Saudi age pattern of 

mortality for males and females. Also monetary tables have been 

constructed by using a computer program written in VISUAL 

BASIC.NET to assist calculating the actuarial present values for the 

Saudi life annuities (SPVA), some comparisons are made to distinguish 

between the annuities of both sex at different ages. 
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SAUDI LIFE TABLE(FEMALES)
 
 

AGE  M(X,N)  Q(X,N)   I(X)   E(X)   AGE  M(X,N)  Q(X,N)    I(X)    E(X) 
 
0   .02397  .02358  100000  80.60   52  .00393  .00392    91757   33.78 
1   .00639  .00637   97642  81.54   53  .00425  .00424    91397   32.91 
2   .00261  .00260   97020  81.06   54  .00459  .00458    91009   32.05 
3   .00130  .00130   96767  80.27   55  .00496  .00495    90593   31.19 
4   .00075  .00075   96641  79.38   56  .00536  .00534    90145   30.34 
5   .00048  .00048   96569  78.44   57  .00579  .00577    89663   29.50 
6   .00034  .00034   96523  77.47   58  .00626  .00624    89145   28.67 
7   .00027  .00027   96489  76.50   59  .00677  .00674    88589   27.85 
8   .00024  .00024   96463  75.52   60  .00731  .00729    87992   27.04 
9   .00022  .00022   96440  74.54   61  .00791  .00787    87351   26.23 
10  .00022  .00022   96419  73.56   62  .00855  .00851    86663   25.43 
11  .00023  .00023   96397  72.57   63  .00924  .00920    85925   24.65 
12  .00025  .00025   96375  71.59   64  .00999  .00994    85135   23.87 
13  .00026  .00026   96351  70.61   65  .01080  .01074    84289   23.11 
14  .00028  .00028   96326  69.62   66  .01167  .01160    83384   22.35 
15  .00031  .00031   96299  68.64   67  .01262  .01254    82417   21.61 
16  .00033  .00033   96269  67.67   68  .01364  .01355    81383   20.88 
17  .00035  .00035   96237  66.69   69  .01474  .01464    80281   20.16 
18  .00038  .00038   96203  65.71   70  .01594  .01581    79106   19.45 
19  .00041  .00041   96167  64.74   71  .01723  .01708    77855   18.75 
20  .00043  .00043   96128  63.76   72  .01862  .01845    76525   18.07 
21  .00046  .00046   96086  62.79   73  .02013  .01993    75113   17.40 
22  .00049  .00049   96042  61.82   74  .02175  .02152    73616   16.74 
23  .00052  .00052   95995  60.85   75  .02351  .02324    72032   16.10 
24  .00055  .00055   95945  59.88   76  .02540  .02509    70359   15.47 
25  .00059  .00059   95892  58.91   77  .02745  .02708    68594   14.86 
26  .00062  .00062   95836  57.95   78  .02966  .02923    66736   14.26 
27  .00066  .00066   95776  56.98   79  .03205  .03154    64785   13.67 
28  .00070  .00070   95713  56.02   80  .03462  .03403    62742   13.10 
29  .00075  .00075   95645  55.06   81  .03740  .03671    60607   12.54 
30  .00080  .00080   95574  54.10   82  .04039  .03959    58382   12.00 
31  .00085  .00085   95497  53.14   83  .04362  .04269    56071   11.48 
32  .00091  .00091   95416  52.19   84  .04710  .04602    53677   10.97 
33  .00097  .00097   95329  51.23   85  .05085  .04959    51207   10.47 
34  .00104  .00104   95237  50.28   86  .05489  .05343    48668    9.99 
35  .00111  .00111   95138  49.34   87  .05925  .05754    46067    9.53 
36  .00119  .00119   95032  48.39   88  .06394  .06196    43417    9.08 
37  .00128  .00128   94918  47.45   89  .06898  .06668    40727    8.65 
38  .00138  .00137   94797  46.51   90  .07441  .07174    38011    8.23 
39  .00148  .00148   94667  45.57   91  .08025  .07715    35284    7.83 
40  .00159  .00159   94527  44.64   92  .08652  .08294    32562    7.44 
41  .00171  .00171   94377  43.71 
42  .00184  .00184   94216  42.78 
43  .00198  .00198   94042  41.86 
44  .00214  .00213   93856  40.94   PARAMETERS:  A=  .01776  B=  .82686 
45  .00230  .00230   93656  40.03                C=  .37970  D=  .00012 
46  .00248  .00248   93441  39.12                E= 1.83524  F=23.35901 
47  .00268  .00268   93209  38.21                G=  .00007  H= 1.08175 
48  .00289  .00289   92959  37.32 
49  .00312  .00312   92691  36.42 
50  .00337  .00336   92402  35.53 
51  .00364  .00363   92091  34.65  
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SAUDI LIFE TABLE(MALES)
 
 

AGE  M(X,N)  Q(X,N)   I(X)    E(X)   AGE  M(X,N)  Q(X,N)   I(X)    E(X) 
  

0   .06486   .06205 100000   68.27   52  .00840   .00836  81712   26.65 
1   .01306   .01297  93795   71.76   53  .00899   .00895  81028   25.87 
2   .00463   .00462  92578   71.70   54  .00964   .00959  80303   25.10 
3   .00209   .00209  92151   71.03   55  .01033   .01028  79532   24.33 
4   .00111   .00111  91959   70.18   56  .01108   .01102  78715   23.58 
5   .00069   .00069  91856   69.25   57  .01188   .01181  77848   22.84 
6   .00049   .00049  91793   68.30   58  .01275   .01267  76929   22.11 
7   .00040   .00040  91748   67.34   59  .01369   .01360  75954   21.38 
8   .00036   .00036  91711   66.36   60  .01471   .01460  74921   20.67 
9   .00036   .00036  91678   65.39   61  .01580   .01568  73827   19.97 
10  .00038   .00038  91645   64.41   62  .01698   .01684  72670   19.28 
11  .00040   .00040  91610   63.43   63  .01826   .01809  71446   18.60 
12  .00044   .00044  91573   62.46   64  .01964   .01944  70153   17.93 
13  .00049   .00049  91533   61.49   65  .02112   .02090  68789   17.28 
14  .00054   .00054  91488   60.52   66  .02273   .02247  67351   16.64 
15  .00060   .00060  91438   59.55   67  .02446   .02416  65838   16.01 
16  .00067   .00067  91383   58.58   68  .02633   .02599  64247   15.39 
17  .00074   .00074  91322   57.62   69  .02835   .02795  62577   14.79 
18  .00081   .00081  91255   56.67   70  .03053   .03007  60828   14.20 
19  .00089   .00089  91181   55.71   71  .03287   .03234  58999   13.63 
20  .00097   .00097  91100   54.76   72  .03541   .03479  57091   13.07 
21  .00105   .00105  91012   53.81   73  .03814   .03743  55104   12.52 
22  .00114   .00114  90916   52.87   74  .04109   .04026  53042   11.99 
23  .00124   .00124  90812   51.93   75  .04427   .04331  50906   11.47 
24  .00134   .00134  90699   50.99   76  .04769   .04658  48702   10.96 
25  .00144   .00144  90578   50.06   77  .05138   .05009  46433   10.48 
26  .00155   .00155  90448   49.13   78  .05536   .05386  44107   10.00 
27  .00166   .00166  90308   48.21   79  .05964   .05791  41731    9.54 
28  .00178   .00177  90159   47.29   80  .06424   .06224  39315    9.10 
29  .00190   .00190  89999   46.37   81  .06920   .06689  36868    8.67 
30  .00203   .00203  89828   45.46   82  .07454   .07186  34402    8.25 
31  .00217   .00216  89646   44.55   83  .08027   .07718  31929    7.85 
32  .00231   .00231  89452   43.64   84  .08644   .08286  29465    7.47 
33  .00246   .00246  89245   42.74   85  .09306   .08893  27024    7.10 
34  .00262   .00262  89025   41.85   86  .10018   .09540  24620    6.74 
35  .00280   .00279  88792   40.96   87  .10781   .10230  22272    6.40 
36  .00298   .00297  88544   40.07   88  .11600   .10964  19993    6.07 
37  .00317   .00317  88281   39.19   89  .12477   .11744  17801    5.76 
38  .00338   .00337  88002   38.31   90  .13417   .12573  15711    5.46 
39  .00359   .00359  87705   37.44   91  .14422   .13452  13735    5.17 
40  .00383   .00382  87390   36.57   92  .15498   .14383  11887    4.90 
41  .00408   .00407  87056   35.71                                      
42  .00435   .00434  86702   34.85                                      
43  .00463   .00462  86326   34.00                                      
44  .00494   .00493  85927   33.16    PARAMETERS: A= .02779  B= .56113  
45  .00527   .00526  85503   32.32                C= .43809  D= .00119  
46  .00563   .00561  85054   31.49                E= .86895  F=63.37608 
47  .00601   .00599  84577   30.66                G= .00012  H= 1.08145 
48  .00642   .00640  84070   29.84                                      
49  .00686   .00684  83532   29.03                                      
50  .00733   .00731  82961   28.23                                      
51  .00785   .00782  82355   27.43                                       
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Appendix II 

Saudi Monetary Tables(at 5%) 
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Saudi Monetary Table(interest rate 5% and Males) 
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Saudi Monetary Table(interest rate 5% and Males) 
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Saudi Monetary Table(interest rate 5% and Females) 
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Saudi Monetary Table(interest rate 5% and Females) 
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